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Modeling Approaches: Hybrid Models 
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 Top-down model lack detailed supply side modeling (using smooth production 
functions) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Bottom-up model lack detailed demand side response 
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Bottom-up vs. Top-down 
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Bottom-up vs. Top-Down 

Top-Down Bottom-up 
Economy-wide perspective One sector or energy system 

General equilibrium (market interaction, 
endogenous prices, income effects, overall 
resource constraints) 

Partial equilibrium 
Exogenous of reduced-form energy demands 
Exogenous prices 
Limit economic cost measures 
Limit representation of second-best 
characteristics 

Aggregated and smooth production functions 
Technological explicitness Aggregated energy sectors 

Difficult to comply with physical restrictions 
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Hybrid Modeling Approaches 

Hybrid Modeling 

Soft-linking Reduced form Hard-linking 

Solve models 
independently and 
exchange information 

Use reduced form and 
solve simultaneously 
 

Fully integrate models 
 
 

+ Easy to implement 
+ Low coordination 

between  models 
- Inconsistent equilibria 

+ Easy to implement 
-  Requires development 

of reduced form model 
- Loss of model details 

+ Consistent equilibria 
-  Hard to implement 
-  Computationally 

demanding 
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Hybrid Model: Hard-linking 

Hard-linking 

Integrated Decompositon 

Use MCP formulations as 
common format and 
formulate single model 

Run both models and 
iterate until they converge 
to common equilibrium 

+ Easier to implement 
+ Lower overhead 
+ Easier to calibrate 
- Computationally 

expensive if dimensions 
grow large 

+ Less dimensionality  
restriction 

+ More model details 
- High overhead cost for 

computation 
- Tough to calibrate 
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 Top-down models (CGEs) are formulated in mixed complementarity format 

 
 Bottom-up models are (often) formulated as optimization problem 

 
 Pre-condition: BU model is continuous and convex optimization problem 

 
Derive complementary slackness (KKT) conditions for BU model 

 
Use KKTs as additional complementary equations in TD model 
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Basic Idea 
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 Model formulation 
 Set-up “standard” CGE model in MCP format 
 Derive KKT conditions of BU activity analysis model 
 Substitute/complement TD production by BU KKT conditions 
 
 

 Data work 
 Derive consistent Social Account Matrix (SAM) for CGE model 
 Calibrate BU technologies into the SAM 
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Steps to take 
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 Consumers 
 
 
 

 Producers 
 
 

 Market clearing 
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Model formulation: CGE 
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 Consider a generic profit maximization problem under capacity constraints: 
 
 
 
 

 Complementary slackness (KKT) conditions given as 
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Model formulation: Bottom-up 
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Model formulation: Integrated 

 Consumers 
 
 

 Producers 
 
 

 Technologies 
 

 Market clearing 
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Are technology 
outputs perfect 

substitutes? 

How to deal with 
capacity (changes)?  
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 „Flip-flop“ behavior  
If technology outcomes are perfect substitutes, small price changes lead to huge 
change in technology production portfolio 
 
 

 Pre-conditions/solutions 
 Technology outcomes are imperfect substitutes (Böhringer, 1998) 
 Installed capacity is only partially malleable (Wing 2006, 2008) 
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Flip-Flop 
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Ways to deal with flip-flop 

Technologies are perfect substitutes within 
a technology class but classes are 
imperfect substitutes (Böhringer, 1998) 

Capacity modeled as sector specific capital 
(Wing, 2006, 2008) 
 
Malleability of capital controlled using 
transformation technology from “standard” 
to technology specific capital 
 
Transformation elasticity controls how 
“easy” capital transformation is   

Source: Abrell (2010) 
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Pieces of Data …  

Social Accounting Matrix 

Source: Wing (2008) 

Physical Output and Input Data 

Technology Characteristics Other 
- Fuel prices 
- Electricity price(s) 
- Cost share of 

generation in total 
electricity cost 

 

Task  
Split SAM column (here: 
electricity) into multiple 

columns each representing a 
technology fulfilling 

equilibrium conditions 
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 Task  
Split SAM column into multiple technology  
columns satisfying equilibrium conditions 
 

 Steps 
 In defining your function, leave some  

“flexibility” for data integration 
 Use technology characteristics, price  

and physical data to obtain unit input  
vectors 
 Fit unit cost vector together with outputs 

into SAM 
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Data work: Integration 
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 Difficult as equilibrium conditions have to hold, i.e., new SAM has to be balanced 
 Hold market clearing conditions for each commodity 
 Zero-profit conditions (equality of revenue and cost) have to hold for each sector and 

technology 
 

 Wing (2006) proposes using positive mathematical programming (Howitt, 1995), 
i.e., choose cost parameters such that equlibrium conditions holds and deviation 
of unit cost vectors is minimized 
 

 Often done “manually” by adjusting cost shares in the “overhead technology” 
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Fit technology cost vector into SAM 
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 Integrated top-down/bottom-up model based on  
 
Böhringer and Rutherford (2008): “Combining bottom-up and top-down” Energy 
Economics, 30, 574-596 
 

 Two model versions: 
 Classical top-down model based on CES functions 
 Hybrid model with bottom-up electricity sector 
 

 CGE models formulated in GAMS/MPSGE 
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Model Overview 
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 Closed economy model 
 

 Two primary factor which are inelastically supplied (capital and labor) 
 

 Resource rents for energy resource extraction 
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CGE model: Overview 

Source: Böhringer and Rutherford (2008) 
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CGE model: Functional forms 
 

 Energy resources enter at top-level 
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 See „model_TopDown.gms“ 
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CGE model: Top-down implementation 
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 Simple dispatch model 
with restrictions on 
energy resource use 
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Electricity generation: Bottom-up Model 

Exercise 1 
Derive MCP formulation, i.e., zero-profit 
and market clearing conditions 
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Electricity Generation: Data  
 

Source: Böhringer and Rutherford (2008) 

Questions 
- Which numbers need to match up, 

why? 
- What is the interpretation of the 

numbers for inactive technologies? 
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 See „dataload.gms“ for calibration and data things 
 

 See „model_TopDown_BottomUp.gms“ for implementation of integrated model 
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Hybrid model: Implementation 
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Overview 
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Exercises 

Exercise 2 
Run the top-down as well as integrated model for carbon reductions from 0 to 50% compared to the benchmark. 
Compare the model outcomes and explain.  

Exercise 4 
Use the integrated model and implement again a carbon reduction from 0 to 50%. However, this time restrict 
nuclear to 5% of its benchmark generation. 

Exercise 3 
Use the integrated model and implement a nuclear phase-out down to 5% of the benchmark nuclear output 
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Exercises (advanced) 

Exercise 5 
Implement a green certificate system and implement a quota from 0 to 30%. 
Hint: Have a look at http://www.mpsge.org/rps/  

Exercise 7 
Based on the integrated model, let generation capital be sector-specific and implement a transformation 
function which transforms economy-wide capital into technology-specific capital. 
Use the one of the previous scenarios to experiment with the transformation elasticity. 

Exercise 6 
Modify the integrated model such that electricity generation is accounted in physical units. 
Hint: You need to modify the unit input vector, electricity demands, and the benchmark price of electricity. 

http://www.mpsge.org/rps/
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 Why are cross-country electricity trade and 
transmission infrastructure policy (TIP) important? In 
particular in light of increasing deployment of 
renewable energy sources (RES)? 
 Addressing climate change: enable expected major shift in 

generation pattern due to increase in RES 
 Security of supply, intermittency and backup problem 
 Improving competition through market integration 

 
 Planned European cross-border electricity TIP?  
Ten Year Network Development plan (TYNDP) contains 
transmission expansion plans identified as necessary to ensure 
that transmission grid facilitates EU energy policy goals 
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Motivation: Transmission infrastructure policy 
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 Electricity trade is restricted by existing  
grid and transformer infrastructure 
 

 Net Transfer Capacities (NTC) indicate  
physical trade possible between two  
countries at a given point in time 
 

 Ten Year Network Development Plan 
(TYNDP) is the ENTSO plan for  
coordinated grid expansion 
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Determinants of electricity trade: Infrastructure 
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 Due to daily/seasonal  demand cycles and different capacity mixes, price 
differences vary on hourly scale 
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Determinants of electricity trade: Hourly price differences 
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 Electricity is a homogenous commodity 
 

 Bilateral trade flows vary within a day and 
across seasons 
 

 Bilateral trade restricted by transmission 
capacities 

 Bilateral trade in homogenous commodity with  
physical constraint 
 
 Existing top-down trade approaches are of limited 
use 
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Motivation: Method 
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(1) What is the effect of electricity grid expansion (Ten Year Network Development 
Plan, TYNDP), on aggregate and regional welfare in Europe? 
 

(2) What is the interaction between grid and renewable energy expansion? 
 

(3) What are the implication of electricity grid expansion on electricity sector CO2 
emissions? 
 

Methodology/model 
(4) How can relevant determinants of cross-country electricity trade be adequately 

represented within a macro-economic framework 
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Main Questions 
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 Electricity generation dispatch model for Europe 
 Main model features:  
 Dispatch model with unit commitment elements 
 Conventional generation and storage facilities 
 Exogenous renewable input 
 One year with hourly resolution (8760 hours) 
 Cross-border flows restricted by net transfer capacities (NTC) 
 Markets for reserves included 
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Overview Bottom-Up Model 

Model logic: Minimize total system costs subject to following constraints: 
− Markets for electricity and reserve capacity are cleared 
− Conventional plants are restricted by installed capacity 
− Storage facilities restricted by reservoir, generation and pump capacity 
− Restriction on cross-border trade as given by NTCs 
− Power plant flexibility restricted by ramping cost 
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Dispatch model 
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 In the integrated model, we need to introduce some price response 
 

 Assumption 1 Consumers react to yearly average prices (linear demand) 
 
 
 

 Assumption 2 Hourly profile constant, i.e., scaled with yearly demand 
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Dispatch model: Welfare Optimization 
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 dasd 
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Dispatch model: Data 
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Dispatch model: Baseline results 

Hourly price differences Annual dispatch and net-exports 
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Overview 
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 Macro-economic computable general equilibrium model for Europe calibrated and 
benchmarked to observed socio-economic data (GTAP) 

 Main model features:  
 

− Country-level detail for Europe (same 18 countries as in electricity model) 
− Sectoral detail: 

− Energy sectors: coal, gas, crude, and refined oil 
− Non-energy sectors: energy-intensive industries, agriculture, services, manufacturing, transportation) 

− Bi-lateral trade flows (for non-electricity goods)  
− Linked to electricity generation dispatch model 
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Overview: CGE Model 

General equilibrium macro-model based on economic theory 
− Cost-minimizing consumer and producer behavior 
− Markets are cleared for commodities and factors  
− Price-dependent market interactions 
− Origination and spending of income 
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 Sectoral details 
 Energy sectors: Coal, gas, 

crude, and refined oil 
 Non-energy sectors: Energy-

intensive industries, agriculture, 
services, industries, 
transportation 
 

 Production technologies described 
through nested CES functions  
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Computable general equilibrium model: Functional Forms 
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 Armington assumption: Like commodities are differentiated by place of origin 
 

 Western-European regions disaggregated represented 
 

 Remaining regions aggregated to: Rest of Europe and Rest of the World  
 

 Taxes on factor use, commodity consumption/use, output, and imports 
 

 Investment demand and balance of payment assumed to be constant 
 

 Parameterized based on GTAP database 
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Computable general equilibrium model: Trade, regions, … 
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Integrating CGE and Dispatch Model 
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 Calibrate bottom-up model „as usual“ (trial and error…) 
 
 

 Determine mapping from bottom-up cost categories to top-down commodities 
and prices 
 
 

 Given bottom-up results, fit cost categories into top-down SAM keeping the SAM 
balanced 
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Integrating CGE and Dispatch Model 
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 “Hard-link” of two models achieved using decomposition algorithm (Böhringer & Rutherford, 
JEDC 2009) 
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Integrating CGE and Dispatch Model 

Source: Böhringer and Rutherford (2009) 

Assumptions:  
Consumers react to yearly average prices 
Hourly profiles remain unchanged and  
are scaled with yearly demand 

Units:  
Prices in the bottom-up model are scaled 
using relative price changes/price indexes 
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 Transmission capacities: 
 Current: NTCs of 2012 
 TYNDP: Increased according to  

Ten Year Network Development Plan (midterm)  
 Full integration: Unlimited capacity 
 

 Renewable Generation 
 RE Base: 2012 values 
 RE 2020: 2020 values 
 RE 2030: 2030 values 
 

Scenario assumptions based on: 
− Renewables: EU Energy, Transport and GHG Emissions Trends to 2050, Reference Scenario 2013 
− NTC extensions and investment costs: Ten Year Network Development Plan (ENTSOE, 2014) 
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Scenario Setup 
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 Welfare gains of grid expansion increasing  
in level of renewables 
 

 Relative short pay-back time for TYNDP  
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European Welfare Impacts 
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Regional welfare impacts 

TYNDP 

Full integration 

RE Base RE 2020 RE 2030 
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 Vast majority of countries gain from TYNDP 
 

 “Categories” of countries: 
 Importing countries (ESP, ITA, NLD, IRE) 
 Exporting countries (FRA, DEU, POL, CZE, AUT, 

NOR) 
 “Wheeling” countries (DNK, CHE) 

 
 Countries which experience welfare loss:  

DNK, CHE, DEU 
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Regional Welfare Impacts (cont.) 
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 Aggregate emissions increase for low/intermediate levels of RE production (i.e., current & EU 
2020 targets)  
 

 Emissions only decrease if renewable energy production is sufficiently high (i.e., EU 2030 
targets) 
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Electricity Sector Emissions 
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1. What is the effect of electricity grid expansion (Ten Year Network Development 
Plan, TYNDP), on aggregate and regional welfare in Europe? 
 Grid expansion of the TYNDP breaks even within 4-10 years 
 “Electricity exporters” (vice versa for “electricity importers”): increased gains from electricity 

trade, adverse impacts from changes in factor income 
 “Wheeling countries”: losses due to “rent steeling” by other countries 

 
 

2. What is the interaction between grid and renewable energy expansion? 
 Welfare gains of grid expansion are increasing in the level of renewable energy production 
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Conclusions 
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3. What are the implication of electricity grid expansion on electricity sector CO2 
emissions? 
 Aggregate emissions increase for low/intermediate levels of RE production (i.e., current & EU 

2020 targets) and decrease only if RE production is sufficiently high (i.e., EU 2030 targets) 
 At country level, sizeable increases & reductions 

 
4. How can relevant determinants of cross-country electricity trade be adequately 

represented within a macro-economic framework 
 Hard-linking of macro-economic and sectoral electricity model 
 Welfare changes from electric-sector and economy-wide  adjustments tend to move in 

opposite directions 
 Electricity-sector only perspective significantly over-estimates aggregate efficiency gains from 

grid expansion 
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Conclusions (cont.) 
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Thanks for your Attention, 
Questions? 

 
jabrell@ethz.ch 
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